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Stocks in developed markets outside the United States have underperformed those in the United States
almost without interruption for the last decade. While the long-lasting U.S. stock market dominance has us
understandably cautious, we are warming up to international equities. We highlight four main reasons why
international equities’ performance could be poised to improve.

ECONOMIC BACKDROP
Economic growth in developed international economies continued to slow at the end of 2019 and remained
tepid into 2020. Efforts to boost growth through fiscal policy and structural reforms saw little success. The
benefits of aggressive monetary policy appear to be exhausted. The exit of the United Kingdom (UK) from the
European Union (EU), known as Brexit, and rising populism have not helped.
But there is some good news. We have seen evidence that economic growth has stabilized in developed
economies around the world. This overall positive development has garnered our attention, even as the
coronavirus outbreak has temporarily reduced economic activity in China.
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FOUR REASONS TO CONSIDER GOING MORE GLOBAL
We aren’t quite ready to recommend investors move some of their U.S. equity allocations over to developed
international markets. However, we highlight four reasons we’re starting to think seriously about upgrading
our outlook for developed international equities.
Expanding valuation discount. The developed international equity benchmark, the MSCI EAFE Index, has
been trading at a forward price-to-earnings (P/E) ratio slightly below 15, which is about 20% below the United
States. Right now, stocks in developed international markets are more expensive in absolute terms than they
have been over the past decade. However, as shown in FIGURE 1, they currently are valued much more
attractively relative to U.S. stocks than they have been historically.
Stabilizing global growth. EU gross domestic product (GDP) growth has slowed from near 2% to barely over
1% in the past year. Consensus expectations call for growth of only about 1% in 2020 (Source: Bloomberg).
Japan GDP grew north of 1% through the first three quarters of 2019 before slumping to 0.6% in the fourth
quarter, and consensus forecasts call for meager 0.5% GDP growth in 2020.
Although growth in Europe and Japan may remain lackluster, we have seen some encouraging signs. The
latest Leading Indicators Index from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD),
which tracks leading data from several regions around the world, rose for a third straight month in the latest
release, which covered the period ending November 30, 2019. This included an upgraded outlook for the key
German economy. More recently, forward-looking purchasing managers’ surveys in Europe and Japan have
improved, pointing to the potential for stable, if not better, growth in these areas in coming quarters.
Growth leadership may start to wane. The developed markets outside the United States that make up the
MSCI EAFE Index (Europe, Australasia, and Far East) are more value-oriented markets. That means when
growth stocks in the United States have led a global rally, as they have in recent years, developed international
equities have tended to lag. We expect the U.S. growth rally to at least slow this year, or possibly reverse,
given its duration and magnitude, which could provide a better environment for international stocks. (Our
current view on growth/value style equities is neutral.)
U.S. dollar rally due for a pause. The U.S. Dollar Index has been rising since early 2018, even as the Federal
Reserve cut interest rates three times last year. In just the first six weeks of 2020, the dollar has been up more
than 2%. Looking ahead, we expect the combination of stabilizing growth in international economies, less
aggressive (more normalized) policies from the European Central Bank and the Bank of Japan, and the twin
deficits (trade and budget) in the United States to put increasing downward pressure on the dollar.

QUICK THOUGHTS ON EMERGING MARKETS
We maintain our positive view of emerging markets, and we continue to recommend suitable investors
consider carving out a small piece of their equities allocation for exposure to the asset class where appropriate.
The pace and trajectory of economic and earnings growth appears superior to international developed
markets, and the U.S.-China trade deal may help support Chinese growth.
The coronavirus outbreak will hurt economic growth in China, but we are hopeful that China’s aggressive
containment efforts will soon be successful and limit potential additional drag on its economy. China’s central
bank has provided fresh stimulus to help offset the impact. We never want to minimize the loss of human lives,
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but the history of prior outbreaks such as SARS, bird flu, and swine flu suggests we could see a manageable
near-term impact on global economic output, as we wrote in last week’s commentary.

FOCUS ON THE FUNDAMENTALS
When we look around the world, we still see better economic fundamentals and opportunities for earnings
growth in the United States and emerging markets than in developed international markets, primarily Europe
and Japan. However, some evidence has emerged that economic growth in Europe and Japan has stopped
slowing, and it could begin to improve soon. Current valuations support international investments, and we
continue to believe in diversification over the long term in appropriate strategies. Stay tuned.

WEEKLY MARKET PERFORMANCE REPORT
Please see our new Weekly Market Performance report with insights on major asset classes.
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
This material is for general information only and is not intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any individual. There
is no assurance that the views or strategies discussed are suitable for all investors or will yield positive outcomes. Investing involves risks
including possible loss of principal. Any economic forecasts set forth may not develop as predicted and are subject to change.
References to markets, asset classes, and sectors are generally regarding the corresponding market index. Indexes are unmanaged
statistical composites and cannot be invested into directly. Index performance is not indicative of the performance of any investment and
do not reflect fees, expenses, or sales charges. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results.
Investing in foreign and emerging markets securities involves special additional risks. These risks include, but are not limited to, currency
risk, geopolitical risk, and risk associated with varying accounting standards. Investing in emerging markets may accentuate these risks.
Value investments can perform differently from the market as a whole. They can remain undervalued by the market for long periods of
time. There is no guarantee that a diversified portfolio will enhance overall returns or outperform a non-diversified portfolio.
Diversification does not protect against market risk.
All information is believed to be from reliable sources; however LPL Financial makes no representation as to its completeness or accuracy.

This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial LLC.
Securities and advisory services offered through LPL Financial (LPL), a registered investment advisor and broker-dealer (member
FINRA/SIPC). Insurance products are offered through LPL or its licensed affiliates. To the extent you are receiving investment advice
from a separately registered independent investment advisor that is not an LPL affiliate, please note LPL makes no representation
with respect to such entity.
If your advisor is located at a bank or credit union, please note that the bank/credit union is not registered as a broker-dealer or
investment advisor. Registered representatives of LPL may also be employees of the bank/credit union. These products and services
are being offered through LPL or its affiliates, which are separate entities from, and not affiliates of, the bank/credit union. Securities
and insurance offered through LPL or its affiliates are:
Not Insured by FDIC/NCUA or Any Other Government Agency | Not Bank/Credit Union Guaranteed | Not Bank/Credit Union
Deposits or Obligations | May Lose Value
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